
Mission Director, MEPMA has presided over the meeting and reviewed the action
taken on the previous meeting and issued the foilowing instructions:_

1. It is noticed that all the DPMUs have engaged auditor for one month for sorting out

the issues from inception till date and tracing out old records etc., in view of ensuing

A.G. Audit. In this connection, in case of DpMUs where auditor engaged, the

Aos/Accountants are instructed to claim the remuneration of Auditor ie., @ Rs.

10,000/- pm before 31.03.201g .

It is noticed that newly appointed Technical Experts (TEs) are not aware of AWFp. They are

depending on DEos for uploading the expenditure particulars as per action plan, budget break

up and circulars.

a' Must be aware of AWFP. Budget lines should be followed carefully while incurring the

expenditure.

b' Must follow action plans. conduct trainings and programmes as per action pran.

c. obtain ucs soon after conducting certain programmes and submit in the DpMU.

d' Read the circulars issued by MEPMA Ho from time to time regularly and follow the

instructions therein.

Hence, it is proposed to conduct Annual works Financial plan (AWFp) training to all
the MEPMA staff during April 2018' The training will be region wise to the project

Directors, DMCs, ADMCs, TEs as shown below:-
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SMM IT, Consultant Finance, Senior Accountant Finance will impart training. The

TEs after getting AWFP training will in turn train others staff in their districts such as Cos,

SLF & TLF personnel etc., those who are dealing with AWFP.

Aos/Accountants are informed to conduct audit of books of accounts of SLFs/TLFs

whenever possible at least 15 SLFs/TLFs for a month and to find out

misappropriation of amounts if any, updation of corpus etc., Verification of accounts of

SLF, TLF and DPMU is necessary to maintain financial discipline. Accounts

Officers/Accountants should veriff the accounts of TLFs monthly.

AOs/ Accountants are instructed to settle the advances in AWFP portal by

31.03.2016, as explained in the meeting by the SMC IT MEPMA.

The Project Directors are instructed to prepare Annual Works Financial Plan (AWFP)

for the FY 2018-19 item wise, month wise, SHG, SLF and TLF wise and consolidate the

proposals from slum level to district level and submit to head office by 20.03.2018.

Targets should be fixed month wise - District/DMC/TMC/CO wise. From FY 2018-

19 onwards month wise programmes will be fixed in AWFP and willbe freezed by

the end of the month. Payment should not be allowed after exceeding the time limit

given earlier. The concemed person is held responsible for delay.

GEO tagging to AOs/Accountants is must. AOs/Accountants must visit ULBs and

conduct audit of accounts at least seven days per month.

7. It is proposed to engage one person at DPMU level as District Project Manager

(DPM), Finance on outsourcing basis'

8. AOs/ Accountants are instructed to submit monthly reconciliation of old and new

accounts for the Fy 2017-lg by 5ft of April 2018 without fail along with utilisation

(This has approval of the MD MEPMA)
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